Abstract-This paper proposes an unusual slant for Shrug recognition from Gesticulation Penetrated Images (GPI) based on template matching. Shrugs can be characterized with image templates which are used to compare and match shrugs. The proposed technique makes use of a single template to identify match in the candidates and hence entitled as mono master shrug matching. It does not necessitate erstwhile acquaintance of movements, motion estimation or tracking. The proposed technique brands a unique slant to isolate various shrugs from a given video. Additionally, this method is based on the reckoning of feature invariance to photometric and geometric variations from a given video for the rendering of the shrugs in a lexicon. This descriptor extraction method includes the standard deviation of the gesticulation penetrated images of a shrug. The comparison is based on individual and rational actions with exact definitions varying widely uses histogram based tracker which computes the deviation of the candidate shrugs from the template shrug. Far-reaching investigation is done on a very intricate and diversified dataset to establish the efficacy of retaining the anticipated method.
I. INTRODUCTION
Shrug is basically a combined moment of the shoulder and the elbow or more precisely a shoulder gesture which is the raise of one's shoulders slightly and momentarily that gesticulates indifference. The shrug matching system can be instigated in an eclectic assortment of applications ranging from traffic monitoring for the development of intelligent surveillance systems. Now a days automatic shrug matching is widely applied in the fields of biomechanics, sports, cinema, etc. for cutting-edge scrutiny.
Humanoid gesticulations are decisive ever since the machines are obligatory to intermingle more and more perceptively and painlessly with a humanoid tenanted milieu. In order to mend the real-time machine proficiencies, it is imperative to epitomize gesticulation. Conversely owing to innumerable precincts, no single approach appears to work sufficiently in understanding and recognizing actions. Template matching methodologies entail meeker and sooner algorithms for gesticulation scrutiny that can epitomize an intact video sequence into a single image format.
In this paper, a competent Mono-master shrug matching approach was urbanized based on a sequence of Gesticulation Penetrated Images (GPI). This encompasses the use of GPI obtained utilizing infrared depth sensors. Motion based template matching techniques are labored on training videos to attain the crucial topographies from the gesticulation sequences. The feature vector is fashioned by commissioning statistical maneuvers and spatial-temporal motion information. The testing phase is alienated into several paces. Initially diverse gesticulations are alienated from the protracted test sequences. Then, analogous to the train feature vectors test feature vectors are engendered for each gesticulation. Finally, every test feature vector is paralleled to each train feature vector for dissimilar gesticulations and a classifier is labored to find the best possible match of a gesticulation from the given training lexis.
II. RELATED WORKS
Gesticulations are a business of far-reaching investigation and a number of techniques have been industrialized (Ahad, 2011) , which are by now being instigated in selected concrete solicitations. Slants differ predominantly on the basis of depiction of action, which is universally performed based on advent, shape, spatialtemporal orientation, optical flow, interest-point and volume. In recent times, various researchers used optical flow-based motion detection and localization methods and frequency domain depiction of gesticulations. In spatial-temporal template based methodologies an image sequence is used to formulate a Motion Energy Image (MEI) and a Motion History Image (MHI) which signpost the regions of motions and realm the time information of the motion as well (Ahad et al., 2008; Bobick and Davis, 2011) .
The model-based methodology on the other hand ascertains the body limbs and tracks those using a 2D model of the body. The models are significantly based on pose estimations. Well-known models include patches, cylinders, and clay patterns (Ahad, 2011 In diverse data sets, soaring precisions have been attained by numerous number of existing gesture recognition methods. If the training data are restricted they do not carry out sound, nevertheless the majority of them do depend on fine measure of input to train the system. Some algorithms have been building up to seize benefit of the profundity information with an escalated depth sensor from the liberation of the Kinect sensor. Several works accomplished something in making out the body elements and exploiting a sensor in tracking them to make out actions and gestures.
For the reason that small set of gestures was used with a very little variation in recognition of gesticulations was simpler. These gestures probably include the extending of hands in front of the body to ease up the detection.
III. PROPOSED METHOD FOR MONO-MASTER SHRUG MATCHING
In this paper, a method of shrug matching using a single template from a trifling lexis of gesticulations is anticipated. Every application prerequisites a dedicated gesticulation lexis. In recent years gesture recognition has turned out to be a part of our diurnal and henceforth entail gesture recognition engines which can certainly get bespoke to new gesture lexes. The gesticulations will be pinched from a trifling Lexis of gesticulations largely related to a particular task, for instance, the moment of limbs and hands with a student in an examination hall.
Equipping a slice of training specimens may be impractical in voluminous applications where recording data and labeling them is monotonous. Examination surveillance using shrug matching will be conceivable only if systems can be trained to recognize new shrugs with very few and perfectly one. In our work, it is assumed that in a given data set consist of both RGB and GPIs. The proposed algorithm focuses only on the depth data from the sensor for the shrug matching model.
IV. SHRUG DATASET
There are some clearly defined hand, body or head gesture datasets like NATOPS aircraft handling signal database, Cambridge gesture dataset. All of these existing datasets are used to identify the type of communication such as signals, signs on sign boards and so on. Nonetheless eminent for their insides and intricacies, all of these datasets report a precise brand of gesticulations restricted to a number of classes and solicitation dominions. Consequently, for the mockup tenacity of the anticipated method, a rich but exceedingly intricate dataset was primed and deliberated exclusively for examination surveillance. The gesticulation database encompasses three groupings of gesticulations analogous to different poses of a candidate appearing for an examination. The categories include (1) Shrugs in the customary pose of writing the examination, (2) Stretching of arms towards the other worktable, (3) Leaning down on the worktable. The dataset comprises of videos from RGB and depth cameras of a Microsoft Kinect Sensor (Fig. 1) . Each set of data encompasses a number of shrugs offered discretely and just once for training tenacity.
In the videos, an examination hall is portrayed in front of a fixed camera. The videos are a collection of a dataset of an examination hall, including RGB and depth videos recorded with Kinect camera with image sizes of 640 x 480 pixels at 10 fps (frames per second). The environment is set to be different and some contain poor lighting. The stances of the body are unlike in different sets, habitually exposing the upper frame of the body, but some even spectacle only a part of the body or it is shown from behind. In addition, in numerous circumstances the videos are imperiled to self-occlusion. The depth data provided in the dataset are in RGB format and therefore need to be converted to grayscale before processing. The grayscale depth data is an exact depiction of the object distance from the camera by variable intensity of pels from dark to bright for near and far objects, correspondingly. The binary image is cast-off as a mask to clean out the background from the GPI and by this means separate the human object from the image (Fig. 2) .
The proposed method of shrug matching extremely focuses on three types of operations for obtaining the match measure between the master and the candidate images from the training videos Dilation and Erosion are the rudimentary maneuvers in morphological image processing which were formerly urbanized for binary images and later stretched to grayscale and to complete lattices. The dilation and erosion operations customarily use a structuring element for probing and intensifying the shapes confined in the input image.
A binary image is a subset of Euclidian space for a dimension d. Let S be a subtracting element for an image I, then the dilation of an image I by the structuring element S is given by
Consider the input matrix from a binary image before dilation 
After performing dilation the matrix of the binary image is as follows
And the erosion of an image I by the structuring element S is given by
Consider the input matrix from a binary image before erosion 
After performing erosion the matrix of the binary image is as follows 
Fig. 2. GPI and its corresponding Masked and Background subtracted image
Standard deviation is a very modest but commonly used statistical degree. It mines the information on deviation of values from the mean in an array. In shrug matching, the values of the STD performed on each pel for certain time duration can be utilized to track the change in the candidate's position within that time. It engenders an image quite analogous to the motion energy image (MEI) but with color tones depicting hasty to relaxed vagaries by varying from red to blue regions. For the ℎ gesture at lexicon G consisting of F frames, the standard deviation 2 (x, y) of pel (x, y) across the frames is given by,
Here (t) is the pel value of the location (x, y) of the frame at time t, where x=0,1, 2, 3, . . . , p, y=0, 1, 2, 3, . , q and t=0, 1, 2, 3, . . , F. Î is the mediocre of all (t) values along time t. Therefore, for the whole frame, the matrix obtained is defined as,
The matrix itself can be cast-off as a feature for each of the lexicon G. The matrices are acquired by carrying out standard deviation on the training samples of development data of the shrug dataset is shown in fig. It is apparent from fig that carrying out standard deviation (STD) across frames boosts the evidence of drive across the frames while subduing the static chunks. One can effortlessly gain an intuition about track of motion flow and brand of the shrug by discerning these figures. Thus, STD across frames is one of the anticipated feature vector development methods.
VI. FINDING SHRUG BOUNDARY
The dataset provides the test execution samples containing a set of shrugs. Therefore, the first task is to separate the different shrugs from the shrug sequences. Thereafter, the task involves the subtraction of the each candidate frame from the master frame is used to find the shrug boundary. For a p x q gesticulation penetrated frame, if (t) is the pel value of the position (x, y) at a time interval t. Here t = 1, 2, 3, . . , F, then the formula mentioned below can be used to generate a variable , which provides an amplitude of change from the Master frame. 
….….….
Thus, the sum of the square differences between the candidate frame and the master frame can be obtained by,
From the (Fig. 4) it is depicted that each ridge in these curves represents a shrug value. Using the locations of these ridges in time along with some brainy policymaking techniques on the curve, the shrug boundaries can be found with best exactitude. For gesticulation series of frame size p x q, the feature vector gained from the test gesticulations are also p x q matrices for each brand of features. Later the difference between the master shrug to that of the candidate gestures is obtained based on Histogram based tracker by calculating the Inverse correlation coefficient between the master histogram and the candidate histogram. The Inverse correlation coefficient is a mathematical measure of the contrary relationship between two variables such that they move in opposite directions. An inverse correlation is denoted by the correlation coefficient r having a value between -1 and 0, with r = -1 indicating perfect inverse correlation. It is an extensively used measure for gesticulation recognition and template matching (Gonzalez and Woods, 2001 ). The inverse correlation coefficient between the master M and the candidate C is given by,
Where, is the intensity of pixel (x, y) in master M and is the intensity of the pixel (x, y) in candidate. ̅ and ̅ are the respective means of the intensities of all the pixels in the master and candidate. If r = -1 then there is a strong negative (inverse) correlation. A low value of the inverse correlation between the test samples to that of training samples indicates the shrugs to be identical. Further a decision is taken to ascertain the preeminent match.
VIII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To estimate shrug matching and its performance, an extensive dataset was prepared suiting to the application of examination surveillance. The proposed takes its form in the procedure cited as below 1. Captivating the Gesticulation Penetrated Images (GPI) and performing a gray scale threshold on the same. 2. Masking the so obtained GPI and applying the background subtraction based on the depth values, in order to captivate the humanoid objects. 3. Performing the below mentioned operations for feature extraction. i) Applying the morphological operations namely dilation and erosion in order to intensify the features. ii) Performing standard deviation (STD) across the master and candidate frames at pixel level to estimate the acceleration of the candidate across several frames. In TABLE 1 the proposed results of mono master shrug matching algorithm for examination surveillance, where in the intelligent decision is justified based on the value of r (inverse cross correlation) are summarized. Our data set consists of a mono master (s-bw-p1) and the corresponding candidates are experimented for scrutiny and the results are plotted for finding the shrug boundary as shown in the Fig. 4 .
IX. CONCLUSION
In this paper, an unusual slant for shrug matching is proposed. It employs combinations of statistical measures, morphological operations and depth data. The proposed method first utilizes parameters extracted from gesticulation penetrated images (GPI) followed by the subtraction of the background. Then, features from each shrug sequence are extracted based on the operations of standard deviation across frames, performing morphological operations such as dilation followed by erosion for shrug matching. The usefulness of applying inverse correlation coefficient is apparent from the results.
